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AN
ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
THROUGH
PERSEVERANCE

Institute of Management Technology, India’s premier 
management school has been a pioneer in grooming 
leadership through Innovation, Execution and Social 
Responsibility since 1980. IMT started its legacy from 
Ghaziabad in the Delhi NCR region and has now spread its 
wings to establish premier campuses across the country in 
Nagpur and Hyderabad as well as an international campus 
in Dubai.

The institute has successfully and consistently translated 
its vision to be a leading management institution that 
contributes to the development of business and society 
through excellence in grooming leadership, 
entrepreneurial talent and research.
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Dear Friends,

Greetings from Institute of Management Technology (IMT), Hyderabad.
IMT Hyderabad was established in the year 2011 and since then the 
institute has been contributing to Management Education through its 
full-time, residential PGDM programs. Right from its inception, the 
underlying philosophy of IMT Hyderabad has been to create 
well-balanced individuals who would be the agents of change for the 
future and carry forward the legacy of the IMT brand.

In our endeavor to groom business leaders of tomorrow, we at IMT 
Hyderabad are extremely focused on rigour and quality in our 
teaching-learning processes. With a passion and commitment to create 
an ecosystem for scholastic excellence, we ensure holistic development 
of our students by imparting knowledge and skill-sets that are 
contemporary in nature and an attitude that helps in transforming an 
empty mind into open mind. A rigorous academic regimen, 
complemented with year-round co-curricular activities, helps the 
students in broadening their knowledge and skills and inculcates in them 
feelings of social and individual responsibility. Over time, we have 
demonstrated the fact that the institute not only understands but also 
responds to the demands placed on business schools by various 
stakeholders.

The institute has shown impressive growth over the last six years in terms 
of its academic innovations, initiatives towards forging industry tie-ups 
and planned collaborations with globally reputed business schools in 
respect of student and faculty exchange and joint research. The course 
curriculum, which is reviewed annually, meeting the industry 
requirements speaks of the intellectual distinction of our faculty 
members. The newer pedagogical tools help students to understand and 
analyze current business scenarios on a real-time basis thereby providing 
hands-on training for them.

Year over year, our students have managed to excel in the industry and the belief has been reinforced by the consistent faith of recruiters in offering our students diverse and 
challenging roles in their organizations.

At the core of its mission, IMT Hyderabad is defined by a set of principles: pursuit of knowledge wherever the inquiry may lead; engagement with industry and the society; a 
willingness to take risks and embrace new ideas; respect for diversity of opinions; support for integrity and dignity of individuals; and commitment to resolve issues through 
rational debates. IMT Hyderabad is striving to be a global institution in an interconnected world. Dear aspirants, I invite you to join us in our journey to excellence and be a 
part of an inspiring and deeply rewarding educational enterprise.

Director, IMT Hyderabad
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For more details on campus life, please visit: www.imthyderabad.edu.in/campus/

CAMPUS
HIGHLIGHTS
• Operational language lab and multimedia
• Facility for indoor and outdoor games
•  A range of extracurricular activities to allow        
    students exhibit their talent and          
    strengths
• Supportive administrative and non-teaching     
    staff
• Faculty involvement to solve student’s   
   problems and provide suitable guidance.

Hyderabad

MESSAGE
DR. SATISH
AILAWADI

DIRECTOR’S

Aside from imparting world-class education, IMT Hyderabad also provides a 
fun-filled and adventurous environment for students. The campus life is not 
limited to just classrooms; it extends to a range of activities that help students 

gain valuable leadership, social and interpersonal skills.

Being a part of various clubs and committees gives students a chance to interact 
with industry pioneers during events, as part of the club mandate. The vibrant 
clubs at IMT Hyderabad channelize the diverse interests and talents to create an 

atmosphere of fun and creativity in the campus.

Some of the popular events conducted here are Impelz, Periods, Ace-Connect, 
Buzzar, Food Fiesta, Pitch up, Prakshepan.



INFRA
STRUCTURE
The Administrative Block

• 9 lecture theaters; 11 flat classrooms; 55 faculty offices
• Open air amphitheater with over 300 people capacity
• IT labs with over 100 systems
• 4 hostel blocks; 180 rooms each
• Library with all journals and other resources for research
• Fully-equipped gymnasium

For more details on PGDM program, please visit: www.imthyderabad.edu.in/unique-features/

The programs offered by IMT Hyderabad lay emphasis on in-depth courses and rigorous pedagogical 
processes. These programs include 400 sessions on industry practices, leadership and creativity, by 
over 200 practitioners and experts from the industry. Further, the curriculum is revised every two years 
in consultation with industry members and academic experts. The students can choose a major and a 
minor area for their specialization.

POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT

The PGDM program at IMT Hyderabad exposes student to the various tools and requisite skills of managing business and 
effectively administer the business functions through its subjects that are integrative in nature. The students are prompted to choose 
their specialization, as per their career goal and long-term plans, in the form of electives.

POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT (FINANCE)

The PGDM (Finance) program aims at providing updated knowledge in the broad area of finance along with core subjects of business management. Students explore courses 
like corporate finance, project finance, security analysis and portfolio management, banking and financial services, investment banking, financial econometrics etc. Students 
can opt for more electives from finance as their major area of specialization in their second year.

POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT (MARKETING)

The core and elective courses prepare students to experience wide array of marketing issues and their solutions. The curriculum of PGDM (Marketing) at IMT Hyderabad 
involves a major emphasis on sales and distribution, digital marketing, brand management, integrated marketing communications, international marketing, marketing 
research etc. Students enrolled in PGDM (Marketing) take more electives from marketing as their major area of specialization in their second year.

Hyderabad

PGDM (Finance)

IMT Hyderabad offers the following AICTE approved programs:
Backed by modern infrastructure, IMT Hyderabad’s state-of-the-art campus is spread over a large area with lush green lawns. The campus is spread over 30 acres of land with 
nearly 2 lakh sq. feet built up area. Located near Rajiv Gandhi International Airport in Shamshabad, the beautiful IMT campus boasts a sports complex that houses a cricket 
ground, a football ground, basketball court, tennis court and badminton courts.

All our hostel rooms are fully furnished and are suitable for single occupancy. The campus is Wi-Fi enabled with 24-hour internet connectivity. The institute also provides 
medical assistance to the students through a fully equipped medical center. IMT Hyderabad has forged academic alliances with Microsoft and SAS, which means all the 
classrooms are equipped with Wi-Fi enabled projectors, Smart Boards and advanced Learning Management Systems.

For more details on campus facilities, please visit: www.imthyderabad.edu.in/campus/
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PROGRAMS
OFFERED

PGDM (Full-time) PGDM (Marketing)



Hyderabad
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The average CTC on campus is Rs. 6.97 Lakhs PA.

PLACEMENTS

The world-class education at IMT Hyderabad is backed by the institute’s partnerships with major corporates, which can be observed during the placement sessions. 

The placement takes place in four phases, usually spread over four months, towards the end of the two-year program. Each student can enlist one Dream Company with the 
Corporate Relations Office before the due date. Should the company visit the campus for placement sessions, then the student is allowed to appear in the placement process, 
irrespective of their placement status. However, the institute follows a one student one offer placement policy.

Students from previous batches have received offers from a variety of sectors during these sessions, some of which include FMCG, healthcare, manufacturing, IT & consulting, 
to name a few.

The batch of 2016-2018 saw 56 companies show up for placement sessions, with 22 new recruiters coming onboard. Out of 196 students from the batch, 173 appeared for 
the sessions, with 97.68% success rate.

The institute has seen an increase in the percentage of offers in 2018 (97.69%) compared to 2016 (87.31%) and 2017 (92.64%). This upward trend has also been observed in 
the average CTC in 2018 (Rs. 6.97 lakhs p.a.), compared to 2016 (Rs. 6.49 lakhs p.a.) and 2017 (6.62 lakhs p.a.). 

Mr. Prakash Pathak
Placement Chairperson, IMT Hyderabad
& IMT Dubai

The Key highlights are as follows:

The highest CTC offered has been Rs. 12 Lakhs PA.

For more details on placements, please visit: www.imthyderabad.edu.in/corporate-relations-group/

The faculty at IMT Hyderabad has played an important role in the success of the institute. IMT Hyderabad has a team of highly qualified and award winning 35 faculty members 
and 5 faculty associates who possess tremendous experience in academics and industry.

Most of the faculty members are Doctorates with Ph.D./FPM from reputed institutes like IIT Kharagpur, XLRI, IIM Lucknow, IIM Indore and NIT Trichy. The academic and 
research environment at the institute attracts the most competent, qualified and experienced educators from both academics and industry. 

These individuals are experts in Marketing, Finance, HR, Analytics, Business Strategy, Economics and Operations. They also carry extensive teaching experience in globally 
renowned universities. Further, the faculty members have regular industry interaction through consulting, training and membership of professional bodies such as CII, FICCI, 
and NHRD.

The Institute fosters a healthy student-faculty relationship which leads to the sense of community on campus. Being a faculty-driven institute, our lecturers exhibit active 
involvement in every aspect of the Institute including academics, governance, research and consultancy.

IMT Hyderabad is at the forefront of research with more than 68 research journals and 20 cases published in various renowned management publications and business 
journals like Science Direct, EBSCO, Elsevier and Ivey Publishing House. They also take active part in international conferences and conventions.

For more details on campus facilities, please visit: www.imthyderabad.edu.in/faculty-directory/

FACULTY



Applicants for all IMT PGDM and MBA programs must have a minimum three-year Bachelor’s degree or equivalent, with minimum 50 percent aggregate marks in any 
discipline. Applicants who are appearing for the final-year degree examination can also apply, subject to the submission of all mark sheets and passing certificate to IMT’s 
Academic Program office at a later date. Failing to do so will result in cancellation of admission.

ADMISSION CRITERIA

COMMON ADMISSION PROCESS

IMT GHAZIABAD
To apply for IMT Ghaziabad’s two-year PGDM program, applicants must be registered for CAT-2018 OR XAT-2019 OR have appeared/be appearing for  the GMAT (January 1, 
2015 – February 28, 2019). In the case of candidate(s) applying on the basis of GMAT and score is not provided, processing of application will be provisional, subject to IMT 
receiving the official GMAT score on or before March 15, 2019.

IMT NAGPUR AND IMT HYDERABAD
To apply for IMT Nagpur and Hyderabad’s two-year PGDM program, applicants must be registered for CAT-2018 OR XAT-2019 OR CMAT-2019*  OR have taken the GMAT (1st 
January 2015 – February 28, 2019). In the case of candidate(s) applying on the basis of GMAT and score is not provided, processing of application will be provisional, subject 
to IMT receiving the official GMAT score on or before March 15, 2019

Note: CMAT-2019* test will be considered for IMT Nagpur and IMT Hyderabad Campus ONLY.
IMT shortlists applicants on basis of best score among the above mentioned tests.

IMT DUBAI
Applicants for the MBA program at IMT Dubai must have a full-time undergraduate degree (Bachelor’s degree) from an accredited university with a CGPA of 3.0 and above on 
a 4.0 scale or its equivalent (50%+ overall average).
Applicants whose native language is not English are required to take an English Proficiency Test. The minimum required score for TOEFL is 550 (paper-based) and 79 (internet- 
based) or an IELTS band of 6.0.

APPLICATION PROCESS
ONLINE FORM

PAY

BANK

1234 5678 1234 5678

FILL ONLINE APPLICATION
FORM

CHECK APPLICATION
REQUIREMENTS

MAKE PAYMENT 

APPLICATION

There is one Common ‘Application Form’
for all four campuses

Make sure all required documents
are ready

Either through Credit / Debit Card / Net Banking
or Pay through Demand Draft

SHORT-LISTING OF APPLICANTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW PROCESS (PI)
This year, applicants may submit any one of these test scores: CAT-2018 OR XAT-2019 OR GMAT (1st January 2015 – February 28, 2019) OR CMAT 2019 (for Nagpur & 
Hyderabad only) score. Applicants can submit more than one test score. GMAT test-based candidates are required to update their test score, on or before March 15, 2019. 
For candidates applying on the basis of GMAT with pending scores, the processing of application will be provisional. IMT will consider the best score before making the final 
admission offer.

Applicants will be short-listed for Personal Interview round on the basis of one of the following test scores available CAT 2018 OR XAT 2019 OR GMAT OR CMAT 2019 (for 
Nagpur & Hyderabad campus) at this stage. Applicants will be called for Personal Interview process only once. Where the candidates  have applied on the basis of more than 
one test score, the best score of such candidates shall be taken into the consideration at the time of Admission Offer. Please note that the Personal Interview process is 
common for all campuses.

KINDLY NOTE
Short-listed applicants will be called for the Personal Interview round at the center/venue they have selected/will select in Common ‘Application Form‘ and on the date and 
time which they will select through the Personal Interview Schedule Form, which will be available on IMT’s Admissions Portal and enabled for specific time period in the month 
of January 2019.

ADMISSIONS DECISION
Admission decisions will be made after the Personal Interview process and admission offers will be made to the selected applicants.
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IRC has been successful in hosting more than 550 students on its different campuses, facilitating the exchange of over 600 students, in partnership with 47 institutions across 
26 countries. Its Faculty Exchange Programs enable the students to learn from the best minds from world-renowned universities such as Elon University, USA; Appalachian 
State University, USA; Grenoble Ecole De Management, France; ISCTE Business School, Poland, and University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, to name a few. IRC has stepped up its 
endeavors this year, introducing new initiatives such as post-doctoral programs, short-term group immersion programs and Erasmus Mundus Scholarships program. Starting 
this year, the IRC will be actively working towards facilitating International Management Development Programs (IMDP) in Banking and Finance.

International Relations Centre, IMT’s window to the world, stays cognizant of the need of budding leaders. The convening power of IRC helps bring together business leaders, 
faculty and students from across the globe. Since its inception in 2005, IRC has constantly fostered the pedagogy of international ecosystem, providing the students with 
international exposure, helping them adopt a multi-faceted approach. This includes a plethora of activities such as Student Exchange Program, Faculty Exchange Program, 
Foreign Language Courses, and Short Term Exchange Program, etc.

IMT GHAZIABAD

Test score Percentile
(best score in

CAT/XAT/GMAT/CMAT*)

Academic score & Quality
of graduating institute/

university/college

Work experience
(duration & quality)

TotalPerformance in
Personal Interview

IMT will conduct the Personal Interview process in February and March 2019 for shortlisted candidates from the IMT Common Application form for its final selection 
process.

SELECTION PROCESS

PERSONAL INTERVIEW
The candidate shortlisted will have a Personal Interview process of approximately 20-25 minutes, during which he/she will be evaluated on following four parameters: 

Communication/Interpersonal skills
Analytical/Problem solving skills
Business Affairs and General Awareness
Domain Knowledge

The final merit of the candidate is a cumulative weighted average of the following components:

CAT/XAT/GMAT (best score)
Academic Scores (Xth, XIIth and graduation) and quality/reputation and ranking of graduating college/institute/university
Performance in Personal Interview process in terms of above mentioned parameters
Work experience, both in duration and quality (for working candidates)

Important note: Both merit and campus score cut-offs will be the basis of selection for IMT campuses, i.e. Ghaziabad, Nagpur, Dubai and Hyderabad

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CENTRE (IRC)

IMT NAGPUR
IMT Nagpur, the second addition to the Group IMT family, has accomplished much in its  ten years of existence, helped by the efforts of the IRC. This has been achieved 
through initiatives such as the Short Term Exchange Program organized at IMT Dubai Campus, Faculty Exchange Programs, etc. to name a few. Further, IMT Nagpur annually 
organizes the Outgoing Exchange Program for its students, in co-ordination with the IRC, IMT Ghaziabad.

IMT HYDERABAD
IMT Hyderabad, the newest addition to the Group IMT family, has grown in strides since its incorporation thanks to the International Relations Centre. At present, IMT 
Hyderabad has partnered with 21 esteemed institutes from different countries across the globe, rigorously working towards strengthening its International Relations through 
various initiatives such as the Outgoing Student Exchange Programs, Faculty Exchange Programs, etc. to name a few, as well as incorporating STEP program for faculty 
exchange.

IMT DUBAI
IMT Dubai always provides a conducive learning environment for the students to help them achieve a holistic view of the global economy, thus giving them an edge in today’s 
competitive world. The international exposure helps students understand an array of different cultural and community perspectives. With this spirit in mind, IMT Dubai fosters 
strong international relations with leading universities and institutes in Europe, the USA and India. This has been achieved through initiatives such as the Inbound and 
Outbound Exchange programs, UAE Immersion programs (one-week) for students from abroad, Double Degree Programs with International Partner Universities.

35% 35% 20%10% 100%

PARAMETER AND PERCENTAGE

*CMAT percentile is considered for IMT Nagpur and IMT Hyderabad campuses only



FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR

IMT HYDERABAD TWO-YEAR PGDM PROGRAM FEES (2019-2021)

Total

Admission fees 50,000 50,000
1,56,000 1,58,500 1,58,500

4,000 4,000
30,000
2,500 2,500

15,000 15,000

30,000 30,000

1,88,500 1,88,500

1,58,500

30,000

1,88,500

1,58,500

30,000

1,58,500 9,48,500

30,000 1,80,000

2,57,500

Ist INSTALLMENT (AT
THE TIME OF ADMISSION OFFER)HEAD 2nd

INSTALLMENT

Academic Fees
Life Membership of Alumni

Hospitality Charges
Group Insurance

Caution Money (Refundable)

3rd
INSTALLMENT

4th
INSTALLMENT

5th
INSTALLMENT

6th
INSTALLMENT TOTAL

1,88,500 12,00,0001,88,500

Note: IMT reserves the right to change the fees and other charges at any point of time before the commencement of the Academic Year ( June 2019). The final fees will be updated to candidates during offer of 
Admission to respective campuses. 

REFUND POLICY
The institute follows the guidelines recommended by AICTE (Public 
Notice advertised on April 19, 2007 No. AICTE/Legal/04 (01)/2007) 
for candidates willing to withdraw their admissions.

DISPUTES AND ARBITRATION 
All admissions are subject to the rules and regulations of the Institute and the laws as applicable. In 
case of dispute, the decision of the Institute shall be final and binding. Further, all matters arising 
from the present brochure shall be within the jurisdiction of Ghaziabad/Nagpur/Hyderabad/Dubai.

(All Figures
in INR)
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ANTI –RAGGING

Please note that ragging is a form of abuse on new entrants to 
educational institutions. It is not only considered a serious act of 
indiscipline and misconduct but is also considered a crime. There exist 
clear regulations against ragging brought out by the All India Council for 
Technical Education (AICTE), in view of the directives issued by the 
Hon’ble Supreme Court of India.

Complaints related to ragging can be lodged with the Police as an FIR and 
punishment may lead to rustication from IMT as well as imprisonment. 
You are therefore advised in your own interest to abstain from and 
dissuade others from any ragging activities, failing which you will be liable 
for punishment and penalties under the notification dated 01-07-2009 
brought out by AICTE. For details, please visit 
http://www.aicte-india.org/anti.php

The detailed provisions with respect to the Anti-ragging Committee 
constituted by IMT will be notified separately. In case any student gets 
aggrieved due to activities related to ragging, he/she is advised to 
immediately report the matter to the Chairperson.


